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Abstract

Brian Mulroney is a unique figure in Canadian political leadership. More than any other prime minister, Mulroney has a multi-faceted, highly contradictory and still-evolving legacy. This article uses the writings of Mulroney and others to explore his multiple and paradoxical images, including Mulroney as perfection, as pseudo-American, as neo-conservative, as possible crook, and as comeback. It argues that there is perhaps no real Mulroney – only impressions and shadows. In this sense, Mulroney’s insecurities, yearnings and absence of an obvious core reflect very widespread Canadian values. If Pierre Trudeau represented what many want Canada to be, Brian Mulroney may reflect Canada as it really is.

All politicians leave mixed legacies. Canada has had its share of contradictory leaders - John A. MacDonald the nation-building alcoholic, W.L. Mackenzie King, the great compromiser who talked to spirits and his dog, and the compelling and remarkable Pierre Elliot Trudeau. But perhaps no leader has left such a marvelously complex, contradictory and still-evolving legacy as Canada’s eighteenth prime minister - Brian Mulroney.

The public legacy of Brian Mulroney is truly multifaceted. It spans ideologies and deeply intertwines his own person with his policy accomplishments. Mulroney pleases few and angers many, but for different and at times contradictory reasons. Mulroney has multiple images – including being obsessed with polls yet deeply indifferent to public opinion, a slick operator whose slickness was exposed continually, a statesman, and possibly a crook. At the core of all this instability and multiple images is a complex personality and ego that continually surprises and disappoints.

Only Pierre Trudeau comes close to offering the same complexities. But there is widespread agreement about Pierre Trudeau’s basic character, motivations and personality. We learn only new shadings and facets. In contrast, nothing seems stable about Brian Mulroney and his many images. His personality and motivations remain malleable and ever-changing, and assumptions are constantly undermined and need to be rethought. Brian Mulroney remains very much unfinished business. No matter how much we try to get to the bottom of what he is about, there always seems to be another level.
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There is a deep intertwining between Mulroney the person and Mulroney as prime minister. But Mulroney and his supporters have long tried to shift the focus to his policy accomplishments, rather than his personal popularity, building an image of Mulroney as a bold and decisive nation-builder. In this prism, all that matters is his policy legacy, and it is best captured in his 1993 resignation speech: “I always tried to do what I thought would be right for Canada in the long term, not what would be politically popular in the short term” (Plamondon, 2006, 127). In this familiar refrain, all that matters is the long-term public outcomes, not what Canadians think of Brian Mulroney.

Indeed, since the 1990s, there has been a sort of Mulroney rehabilitation project among historians and public policy scholars, trying to assess objectively the policy legacy of the Mulroney government. This project has had some success, considering the depths of his standing in 1993. A 1998 survey of academics ranked Brian Mulroney the eighth most successful prime minister in Canadian history, at the top of the “average category” (Granatstein and Hillmer 1999). In 2003 *Policy Options*, considering prime ministers since St. Laurent, ranked Mulroney second behind only Lester Pearson (2003). A 2000 economics study by Velks and Riggs argued that “Mulroney remains the man to beat” when calculating macroeconomic trends over the same period (Velks and Riggs, 2000, 1), and a 2003 study by the Global Insight firm argued that Canadian living standards rose in the Chretien era only because of the major decisions of the Mulroney government, especially free trade, inflation targets, and the GST (*Ottawa Citizen*, 2003). In 2006 Prime Minister Stephen Harper showed Mulroney was at least temporarily acceptable company at an event honouring Mulroney as “Canada’s Greenest Prime Minister.” And in 2006 a major academic study edited by Raymond Blake (2006) discussed and parsed the policy legacy of the Mulroney government, finding both significant successes and failures.

But the project of focusing on the policy legacy of Brian Mulroney cannot be detached from the larger impact of Brian Mulroney as a political leader and symbol. As anyone teaching an undergraduate class knows, the name of Brian Mulroney can still provoke automatic suspicion even among students far too young to remember his time in power. In Peter Newman’s indelicate phrasing, “he bugs us still” (2005: 18, playing off Clarkson and McCall 1990).

This paper discusses Brian Mulroney as a symbol of political leadership, and in particular the multiple and contradictory images he presents as a public figure. In doing so, we are on largely untrammeled ground. The concept of “political leadership” is tricky and “...there is relatively little study of the phenomenon of political leadership, particularly in Canada” (de Clercy 2005 69; although see Pal and Taras 1988 and Mancuso et al 1994). There is of course a considerable literature on leaders’ relations with their parties (Perlin 1980; Courtney 1995 among many other works) and leaders’ importance in elections and voting behavior (e.g., Johnston 2002; Gidengil and Blais 2005), as well as a lively debate about executive power and prime ministerial dominance (Savoie 1999, 2008; Bakvis 2001; Thomas 2003-4; White, 2004). Yet these studies focus more on structures, processes and the tangible use of power, with few attempts to inquire into the larger and far more elusive “magic of leadership” (Newell 2008: 8) Historians have also touched only lightly on more holistic concepts of political leadership in Canada. Granatstein and Hillmer (1999) identify a variety of possible contributors to prime ministerial “effectiveness” – a coherent national vision, adaptability, the management of cabinet, caucus and party, etc., but also note the importance of timing and that “there is no substitute for good luck” (3)
Political leadership is of course ephemeral, and while we can study different facets and functions, the “alchemy of power” (Taras and Pal 1988, xiii) itself resists conclusive analysis. Political leadership can be seen as the ability to gather resources and direct policy agendas (Sayers 2002); the ability to adapt to institutional rules and survive in office (de Clercy 2001) or other functional measures. But leaders’ personalities and public images are much more difficult to explore. “Character is vital,” write Granatstein and Hillmer, “but it is intensely individual, and judgements about it are highly subjective” (1998: 3). And what makes Brian Mulroney so interesting is the sheer number of different subjective judgements and impressions he presents. Mulroney’s complicated legacy has an American precedent: Richard Nixon. The similarities are uncanny. As with Nixon, Mulroney has many sides and images, and both men evoke wide revulsion. Their individual personalities seem perennially artificial, contrived and calculated. Both have a history of career deaths and resurrections, ranging from historic election landslides to being under serious criminal investigation, and a constant story of reinvention and retooling that frustrates any quest to find the “real” person. And both left office more or less in disgrace, obsessed with establishing their legacies as bold and decisive men who did the “right thing” rather than the most popular.

David Greenberg argues in Nixon’s Shadow (2003) that “we now live in a culture that’s hyperaware of the construction and manipulation of images in politics. Nixon provides a vehicle for tracing the rise of this new hyperawareness, since... he both reflected and contributed to it” (2003, xii). The shadow image, used by Granatstein and Cohen as well in their book on Trudeau, evokes “a semblance of a person as distinct from the person itself” - our impressions of the person, which then shape our attitudes and responses. In this paper I talk about images, which are more easily understood as multiple, ephemeral, and dependent on the perspective of the viewer. But whether we talk about shadows or images, the point is that we form varying impressions of political leaders, images that intertwine their personalities and public images with their policy legacies and other accomplishments. They are a mixture of fact and impression and it is difficult to separate everything or resolve contradictions. And as this paper will show, images of Brian Mulroney are still evolving, in part because he continues to cultivate and/or provoke them long after leaving office.

The objective here is neither to eviscerate nor rehabilitate Mulroney, but to explore some of these images and how they have been presented – including images of Mulroney as perfection, as a pseudo-American, as a neo-conservative, as a (possible) crook, and finally as the master of the comeback. To build these images, I rely on the printed record – the many different biographies, memoirs and analyses of Mulroney and his times, including his own autobiography (2007) and Peter C. Newman’s Secret Mulroney Tapes (2005). Drawing from what others have said about Brian Mulroney allows us to document and understand some of his numerous and contradictory images and how they have evolved, and what they say about the ephemeral concept of political leadership in Canada.

**Mulroney as Perfection**

The image most cultivated by Brian Mulroney himself is one of perfection. In his biography Friends in High Places, Claire Hoy says that “watching Mulroney, one got the feeling...that beneath the plastic exterior of the studied politician, there was an impenetrable layer of more plastic” (1987, 7). There is a longstanding sense of slickness, perfectionism and artificiality
about Brian Mulroney, and many have observed this was Mulroney’s choice. Christopher Waddell says that Mulroney’s “sense of how a politician should act in public” was as an artificial creation that showed no flaws (2006, 33). Waddell suggests this “somewhat puffed-up and unnatural” image was learned from John Diefenbaker (and shared by Joe Clark). Many others have noted Mulroney’s obsession with an overblown image; Peter C. Newman says “I realized the unusual significance he placed on prime ministerial toys...those official Cadillacs with the Canadian flag...the red NORAD telephones, back-seat TVs, and self-important police outriders” (2005, 32).

The need for perfection explains Mulroney’s strong reaction against John Sawatsky’s biography of him, Mulroney: The Politics of Ambition (1991). Neither hagiography (like Ian MacDonald’s Mulroney: The Making of the Prime Minister (1984)) nor muckracker (Hoy’s Friends in High Places), Sawatsky’s book is generally fair and open-minded. Yet Mulroney fought its publication and disdained it entirely, seemingly because it made fleeting and dated references to his premarital sex life and drinking habits (see discussion in Newman, 2005, 281-295) For Mulroney it was not merely unflattering or slightly embarrassing to have his life as a young man discussed, but a direct attack to be repelled by all possible means. Nothing could upset the perfect image. What makes this more ironic is that, even during the Sawatsky fight, he continued to allow Peter C. Newman to record the unvarnished thoughts that eventually appeared, without Mulroney’s authorization, in the Secret Mulroney Tapes (Newman 2005).

Some Mulroney loyalists lament this perfectionism. Former chief of staff Stanley Hartt said “[t]he staff was trained to believe that criticism of the prime minister was disloyal no matter how constructive” (Newman 2005, 404). More detached observers contrast the plastic public figure and the gregarious man of many friends. David Peterson said “[h]e is a pathological liar...[but] I’d much rather be marooned on a desert island with him than Trudeau” (Newman, 2005, 410).

As Peterson suggests, another powerful and enduring image is Mulroney as friend. Mulroney has several categories of friends - the acolytes and sycophants of his university years who surrounded him in office; the partisan contacts and loyalists across the country who brought him the party leadership and stood by him; and the Canadian and international elites - led by George H.W. Bush - who seem genuinely charmed by him and enjoy his company. Mulroney’s friendship is deeply masculine - there are few if any women in these categories - but almost certainly genuine, built on his gregariousness and extroversion. It seems that the most realistic images of Brian Mulroney are pictures of him talking on the telephone. Mulroney has rarely been accused of disloyalty to friends, and the greatest villain in Mulroney lore is undoubtedly former friend turned foe Lucien Bouchard. Mulroney’s friendships have become part of the rehabilitation project, excusing the criminal activities of Mulroney associates on the grounds that Mulroney could not cut friends loose, no matter how dubious their activities. Indeed, the idea that Brian Mulroney was an honest man who happened to have dishonest friends held up fairly well until the most recent 2007 revelations about his relationship with Karl-Heinz Schreiber..

Another of Mulroney’s self-images is “the boy from Baie Comeau.” In the opening pages of his memoirs, he describes his early years and immediately juxtaposes these modest origins with accounts of meeting the Queen and the Pope. Mulroney often uses working- or lower-middle-class phrases like the need to “earn a living” and “pay the bills” to describe his six-figure salaries
and periods of corporate employment in the early 1980s and after 1993. Upward mobility and achievement are hallmarks of Mulroney’s self-image, requiring careful polishing. While his origins were indeed modest and obscure, his self-made image downplays his primary strategy of ingratiating, pleasing and impressing older patrons in his upward legal and political rise. Mulroney’s upward mobility is commonly linked to insecurity, which in turn is used regularly to explain his policies and political style, from the recklessness of rolling the dice at Meech Lake to his seeking to please the father image of Ronald Reagan.

Of course, Mulroney’s personal ego and self-promotion directly contradict his own policy rehabilitation dream. He supposedly wants nothing more than a fair judgement of his policies, yet cannot end his public career. Again, a Trudeau comparison is needed; the coolness of Trudeau only grew through his seeming indifference to his post-office image and his lack of substantive memoirs. In contrast, Mulroney welcomes publicity as part of his rehabilitation. In April 2004 he posed for the cover of Report on Business magazine as part of a major story praising his post-1993 career as a mover and shaker in business (Yakabuski, 2004). That same month, his 65th birthday party was covered in the society pages of Women’s Wear Daily in words that surely delighted him:

> Everybody who matters in the political, banking and business worlds knows The Right Honourable Brian Mulroney, the personable and handsome former prime minister of Canada. Brian ran his country when Ronald Reagan ran his and Lady Thatcher ran hers. And when they worked together it was as smooth as silk. The powerful trio meshed brilliantly. The Right Honourable is a lucky fellow. He has a beautiful wife, Mila, to whom he has been married for many happy years; a beautiful family... (Mehle 2004).

Apart from his continuing need for personal publicity, culminating in a phonebook-sized memoir of 1100 pages (Mulroney 2007), there was, of course, no political retirement for Brian Mulroney, who maintained a ghostly but very real presence in the Conservative party through its darkest days. Various accounts tell us how Mulroney remained a strong Progressive Conservative partisan in the 1990s, an equally strong proponent of its Alliance merger in 2003, and an occasional advisor to Stephen Harper before and after the 2006 Conservative victory (see especially Plamondon 2006). In contrast, Pierre Trudeau’s few public ventures after 1984 were pointed and substantive interventions on constitutional issues, he did not willingly pose for magazine covers, and any direct influence he had in Liberal party circles was well hidden.

Another personal image is Mulroney as family man. He and Mila Mulroney have carefully controlled access to their family and yet actively promoted the image of Mulroney as warm father and husband. Mulroney’s family has always been in the public eye, even in December 2007 when Mulroney brought along his wife and children to his testimony to the House of Commons ethics committee. Writing of this, Margaret Wente reports that as a child Nicolas Mulroney was known as “‘the prop’ for the cute way he’d spontaneously show up to hug his dad around the knees during photo-ops” (Wente, 2007 A25). Mulroney continues to invite exposure of approved intimate family images - in August 2005, a posed picture of Brian, Mila and their newborn granddaughter appeared in the Globe and Mail in a picture labeled “Mulroney Family Handout.”

In the end though, there is at least some broad agreement about Brian Mulroney’s public
personality - his ego, his need for attention, his self-aggrandizement, and his inability to know when to stop. This spills over into any understanding and evaluation of him and his government. However, in the next section we will move to some of his major policies, and indeed try to focus on issues and accomplishments which only adds to our collection of images of Brian Mulroney.

**Mulroney as Pseudo-American**

A key aspect of Brian Mulroney is his view of the United States. As Hillmer and Granatstein say, “his admiration for the United States, its leadership and lifestyle, was ripe for caricature” (1998, 190). Easily the most memorable visual image here is his duet with Ronald Reagan at the 1985 Shamrock Summit, which Jack Granatstein called “the single most demeaning moment in the entire political history of Canada's relations with the United States” (Granatstein, 1997, 251). It embodies Mulroney’s emphasis on personal friendship with Reagan and later George H.W. Bush, as well as other national leaders.

Did Mulroney’s view of America evolve? In 1983 he ridiculed free trade with the U.S. as “like sleeping with an elephant….we’ll have none of it” (Newman 2005, 182). But it became a priority of his government, contributing further to the unreliability of his word. Mulroney defended his decision as one of nuance - “I was in favour of free trade, but against unfettered free trade” (Newman 2005, 189). Such semantics are par for the course with Brian Mulroney and many other politicians. But some argue Mulroney’s views genuinely changed. Nossal and Michaud note that “[a]s opposition leader, Mulroney articulated a largely unidimensional critique of the Trudeau approach” and that he spoke of the need to “refurbish” the relationship with the US and become “a super ally” (2006, 114-115). But, “[o]nce in power, however, Brian Mulroney and the Progressive Conservatives took a different tack...[and] pursued a course in foreign policy that was markedly different from the one that might have been expected given his party's views while in opposition” (116-117).

Certainly, key appointments like Joe Clark and Stephen Lewis were unmistakably on the moderate side, and Mulroney pursued a progressive and active foreign policy with emphasis on human rights and multilateral institutions. He avoided the most polarizing American issues like SDI (“Star Wars”). Most notable of course was his disagreement with Margaret Thatcher over the application of sanctions against South Africa, “in the teeth of opposition from his own party, caucus, Cabinet, and civil service” (Freeman 1998, 4). Rather than the image of Mulroney as American wannabe, we have another image of Mulroney as champion of human rights and progressive international statesman.

Of course, and as with so many other policy areas, Mulroney would be the first to make the above points. Freeman says that “for these initiatives, Mulroney and other Canadian leaders have taken a great deal of credit” (5). She argues that in fact these policies were limited and the claims surrounding them excessive. (5) But again, as with free trade, it is difficult to sort out the nuances and evolution of Mulroney’s actual thinking and policies, especially if we rely on his public statements with their typical hyperbole and vagueness. His very personality and style make it nearly impossible to take his statements at face value or trace any sort of intellectual journey. Instead we rely on evidence that can serve different interpretations - for example, Lewis’s appointment can easily be seen as a singular and intentionally symbolic exception to cover other more reactionary decisions. Mulroney’s continued and highly visible ties with the
American elite make it impossible to shake the image of Mulroney as American wannabe and sycophant. But ultimately we see what we want to see in Mulroney’s foreign policy, and especially in his view of the United States.

**Mulroney as Neoconservative**

While we have a muddled view of Mulroney’s foreign policy and especially its underlying motivations, we are in even more difficult territory with his domestic policies and his overall ideological outlook. When he governed, the image of Mulroney as an enemy of the state held serious weight; even now, after the deeper cuts of the Chretien years, the arrival of the true believers of Reform/Alliance, and the much more zealous examples of Mike Harris, Ralph Klein and others, the image of Mulroney as government slasher still holds – primarily among those on the left who never liked him in the first place. One of the basic contradictions of Brian Mulroney is precisely how someone so vilified for a “corporate” and “neo-conservative” agenda could also precipitate a right-wing revolt in the form of the Reform Party.

It is hard to make a case for Brian Mulroney as a serious ideologue of any stripe. His social and economic views prior to 1984 were standard and predictable for an opposition politician on the right - less government, generic faith in the free market, more pro-business policies, etc. He called social programs a “sacred trust” as part of a typically incoherent front-runner message that included the infamous phrases of “jobs, jobs, jobs” but also “pink slips and running shoes” for civil servants. When he took power, Mulroney's views were thoroughly and suitably blurred, and the best picture of the era is Solange Denis confronting Mulroney on the steps of Parliament Hill in 1985 over pension indexing and his change of mind. That inarticulate “goodbye Charlie Brown” moment can serve many Mulroney images - as dishonest braggart, as milquetoast pleaser, and as ideological weathervane.

Yet nearly everyone agrees that the Mulroney years were times of considerable policy upheavals and changes. Timothy Lewis says that “whether one applauds or condemns it, the Mulroney legacy with respect to Canadian economic orderings continues to be the most important and defining feature in Canadian politics” and Mulroney was a “seminal” figure in economic reform (2001, 141). Raymond Blake says Mulroney “presided over one of the most turbulent and challenging eras in Canada’s history...a time of considerable change and uncertainty” (2006, 3). For better or worse, this vision of profound change captures the views of both Mulroney’s supporters and opponents (save those on the right that saw only further stagnation and decline.) The question of Mulroney’s personal role is more open.

Analyzing social policy under Mulroney, Rice and Prince argue that “the Mulroney years were characterized by a shift from one social policy regime to another, a shift for which Mulroney was only partly responsible, since external trends in the form of neo-conservative ideas and practices were also partly responsible” (2006, 175). Similarly, in fiscal and economic policies, it is not hard to situate Mulroney’s government within much larger global trends of privatization, deregulation, liberalized trade, etc. The question becomes whether Mulroney primarily drove change, or adapted to external trends in Canada and the world. Certainly everything we know about his personality suggests he went with the prevailing winds, and that in an earlier era Mulroney would have been a happy Keynesian or whatever the consensus was at the time.

It is very tricky to sustain the image of Mulroney as neoconservative/neoliberal ideologue, in
conventional terms. But what about Mulroney as agent of “the corporate agenda”, whatever that means exactly? Here unlikely support comes from ex-minister John Crosbie:

Mulroney was no right-wing Conservative. He believed in the private sector, as I did, but on social issues he was on the left, as I was. Like me, Mulroney was a red Tory. He supported extending human-rights legislation to protect gays and lesbians, and he was pro-choice on abortion....I’m not sure how pragmatic Mulroney was when it came to the private sector, however. One thing you learn in politics is not to put too much trust in the business community. No matter what you do or what policies you adopt...business people will always fail you when a controversy develops. They won’t back you up (Crosbie, 1997, 233).

Certainly Mulroney loved and still loves wealthy and successful elites, and presumably whatever ideological winds are blowing among them. This also helps explain the anti-Mulroney appeal of the Reform Party, a populist as much as a right-wing movement. He reflected the trends of his time, but - at least in Crosbie’s view - gained only ephemeral support that could not sustain a political base or movement. Time only further undermines Mulroney’s image as a ideological conservative, but the image of corporate elite pleaser is, safe to say, more enduring.

**Mulroney as (Possible) Crook**

Still, regardless of Mulroney’s policies, for many Canadians the only image they need is Brian Mulroney as (possible) crook. The plastic perfectionism of Mulroney leaves him always hiding something, and many conclude that at the core of the man are a liar and a thief. Stevie Cameron wrote in 1994 that “the Mulroneys had left public life in the same fashion in which they had conducted themselves during their years in power; with an unshaken belief in their entitlement to the taxpayer’s purse” (Cameron 1994, 13).

The image of Mulroney as (possible) crook has several facets. Early talk focused on personal spending and things that seem almost petty and quaint by later standards, like shoe closets and renovations at 24 Sussex. Ultimately, this image of Mulroney as Gucci shoe horse grafted easily onto his existing plastic image and by itself probably did him little further harm.

But as his government lurched along, more and more of Mulroney’s friends/associates/supporters (categories easily blurred in his world) became implicated in financial and other patronage scandals. This created the sense of a government and party that reflected Mulroney’s strong belief in personal bonds and friendship, but lacked a moral compass, and it was easy to conclude this also reflected the true nature of Brian Mulroney. By the time he left office in 1993, it was increasingly held that Brian Mulroney was highly indifferent to the appearance of financial propriety and, even if not personally “on the take” (Cameron 1994), certainly bent the rules and pushed the limits.

This image received a rude arrest in the 1995-97 Airbus case, when Mulroney finally turned to the courts with yet another new image of his own making - Mulroney as citizen. “You may like or dislike Brian Mulroney,” said one of his lawyers, “you may like or dislike his politics or his policies, but you cannot do this to a Canadian citizen” (Kaplan, 1998, 132). William Kaplan wrote in *Presumed Guilty* (1998) that
we have to care about the Airbus affair, no matter what we think about Brian Mulroney and his place in history. The assault on him was an assault on us all. If the resources of the RCMP and the Department of Justice can be mobilized and turned against a former prime minister, they can also be directed at any one of us (335).

The Airbus settlement and damages slowed the Mulroney investigation industry and created stable ground for the policy rehabilitation project. But Mulroney as (possible) crook did not go away, and by 2004, Kaplan wrote another book, A Secret Trial, that revealed much more about Mulroney’s relationship with Karl-Heinz Schreiber. Now it was Kaplan complaining that “Mulroney’s unrelenting campaign to persuade me not to publish the story...was brutal, heavy-handed, and extremely wearing” (2004, 160). The exact question of possible Mulroney wrongdoing remains cloudy, vague and arcane, and until recently, largely the interest of those already convinced of his criminality. It took until late 2007, coincidentally or not right after the publication of his memoirs, for new revelations about his Schreiber payments, the rendering of taxes on them, and their precise relationship, to return the image of Mulroney as crook to the public realm. This created new types of crook-images: Mulroney as tax evader and, particularly novel, since Schreiber said Mulroney did nothing for the money and failed to pay it back, Mulroney as deadbeat.

**Conclusion: Mulroney as Comeback**

All politicians need a storyline of suitable highs and lows, combining promise, adversity, grit and final triumph. Usually this is tied to elections; Macdonald was almost destroyed by scandal in 1873, King’s career seemed finished in 1930, Pearson fell flat in 1958, and Trudeau was humbled in 1972 and apparently washed up in 1979. But Mulroney surpasses all Canadian politicians in his lifetime of lows and comebacks, “a man who’s experienced the highest highs and lowest lows of perhaps anyone who’s ever entered public life in Canada” as Steve Paikin wrote - back in 2000 (2000, 275).

The image of Brian Mulroney as comeback starts with his loss of the 1976 leadership race and the fallow years of the late 1970s, and his return to winning the leadership in 1983 and his great victory of 1984. Within two years the government was hitting record lows of popularity, but the 1988 reelection was the second great comeback for Mulroney. Then came even deeper unpopularity and his 1993 resignation (allowing the great untested myth that he could have won yet again in comeback #3). His 1997 Airbus victory signaled a basic rehabilitation of his personal image, along with the policy rehabilitation project of the 1990s, culminating in the warm reviews of the 2000s, the willingness of Stephen Harper to be seen in public with him, and the title of “greenest prime minister.” And yet by late 2007 Brian Mulroney went deeper and lower than ever before; the prime minister who deals in cash for dubious assignments with unscrupulous people, skirting conflicts of interest and tax laws along the way.

But the Mulroney story never ends and as of this writing his comeback is well underway. In his May 2009 appearance before the Oliphant Commission investigating his relationship with Karl-Heinz Shreiber, Mulroney continued to argue the Schreiber payments were legitimate and any tax irregularities were due to regulatory changes and accounting errors (CBC News 2009). His latest rehabilitation in the Conservative Party was marked by a fall 2009 celebration of the 25th anniversary of his 1984 triumph that drew 1500 attendees including many cabinet ministers and
Canadian MPs, along with Stephen Harper’s wife, Laureen Harper (Hamilton 2009). And in March 2010 he was invited to a Department of Foreign Affairs function marking the 20th anniversary of Canada’s joining of the Organization of American States, with his speech reprinted in the Ottawa Citizen (Mulroney 2010).

Brian Mulroney is a never-ending, always evolving story in Canadian politics. Of course, many already have a firm and unchangeable image of Brian Mulroney. Yet as we have seen in this paper, those images are many and contradictory, often reflecting the viewer’s own prisms and perspectives. And what makes Mulroney so interesting is the multiplicity of different images he presents and the degree to which he has actively cultivated so many of them. It may be too much to say that Mulroney’s contradictions reflect the contradictions and paradoxes of the Canadian nation itself. But there is a definite connection.

Writing of Canada’s longest serving prime minister, Granatstein and Hillmer write that “King was said to understand Canadians so well because he was perfectly representative of the country, the repository of all our inadequacies and insecurities.” (1998: 3) In the same fashion, Mulroney’s insecurities and yearnings and the absence of an obvious core reflect very widespread Canadian values. I am probably not the first to suggest that if Pierre Trudeau represented what many want Canada to be, Brian Mulroney reflects Canada as it really is. The one thing we can truly count on is that there will be more images and comebacks to come, and that Brian Mulroney will continue to both haunt and “bug us” still.
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